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AGENCY: Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA). DOT.

........ Effective August 6, 1961:
Muskegon, MI-Muskegon County.

RNAV Rwy 6. Arndt. 1
Glens Falls. NY-Warren County.

RNAV Rwyl. Arndt. 1 .
••• Effective July 23. 1981:

Pascagoula. MS-Jackson County,
RNAV Rwy 13. Arndt. 2
6Pascagoula, MS-Jackson County.
RNAV Rwy 22. Arndt. 2. cancelled

(Sees. 307, 313(a). 601. and 1110. Federal
Al'iation Act of 1958 (49 U.S.C. 1348, 1354(a),
1421, and 1510; Sec. 6(c). Department of
Tt-ansportation Act (49 U.S.C. l6SS{e)); and 14
CFR 11.49(b)[3))

Note.-The FAA has determined that this
regulation only involves an established body
of technical regulations for which frequent
and routine amendments are necessary to
keep them operationally current. It.
therefore---{l) is not 8 "major rule" under
Executive Order 12291; (2l is not a
"significant rule" under DOT Regulatory
Policies and Procedures (44 FR 11034;
February 26. 1979); (3] does not warrant
preparation of a regulatory evaluation as the
anticipated impact is so minimal; and (4] will
not have 8 significant economic impact on a
substantial number of small entities under
the criteria of the Regulatory FleXibility Act.
Issued in Washington, D.C. on June 5, 1981.
Job. S.Kem,
Chief, Aircraft Programs Division.

Note.-The incorporation by reference in
the preceding document was approved by the
Director of the Federal Register on December
31,1980.
IFR Doc.. 81_172li7 Filed &-11)-81: 8:45 am)

BIWNG CODE 491~13-M

Airport Aid Program; Procedures
Implementing OMB Circular A-95 ~

.....
~

\
ACTION: Final rule and Revocation of \i:,
Special Federal Aviation Regulation No.

,..1",5=.==- _
SUMMARY: These regulations set forth
procedures designed to promote
maximum coordination of the Airport
Planning Grant Program and the Airport
Development Aid Program with each
other and with state. areawide, and
local plans and programs. The Office of
Management and Budget [OMB)
requires Federal agencies to develop
these procedures.
EFFECTIVE DATE: July 8, 1981.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Howard Murphy, Plans Requirements
Branch, APo-120, Planning Analysis
Division. Office of Aviation Policy and

~4 CFR Part 152

[Docket No. 17337; Amdl152-13]

• ••Effective July 23. 1961:
Globe. AZ-Globe-San Carlos Regional

Air Facility. NDB-A. Arndt. 1
Cairo, IL-Cairo. NOB Rwy 20. Arndt. 5
Sparta, IL-Sparta Community-Hunter

Field. NDB Rwy 18. Admt. 4
Minneapolis. MN-Flying Cloud. NDB

Rwy 9R. Original
Pascagoula. MS-Jackson County, NDB

Rwy 22, Arndt. 3. cancelled
Pascagoula, MS-Jackson County. NOB

A. Original
Reno. NV-Cannon inti. NOB Rwy 18,

Original
Athens (Albany). OH--Ohio University.

NOB Rwy 24, Arndt. 4
Cambridge. OH-Cambridge Muoi. NOB

Rwy 4. Arndt. 3
Tiffin. OH-Seneca County. NOB Rwy

24, Arndt. 3
Fort Worth. TX-Meacham Field. NOB

Rwy 16L. Arndt. 3
Fort Worth. TX-Meacham Field, NOB

Rwy 34R, Arndt. 5
4. By amending § 97.29 ILS-MLS

SlAPs identified as follows:
• •• Effective August 6, 1961:

Glens Falls. NY-Warren Coonty.ILS
Rwy 1. Arndt. 2

• •• Effective July 23. 1981:
Denver, CO-Stapleton inti. as Rwy

35R. Arndt 5
Dallas-Fort Worth. TX-Dallas-Fort

Worth Regional. itS Rwy 17L,
Arndt. 7

Dallas-Fort Worth, TX-Dallas-Fort
Worth Regional, ILS Rwy 17R.
Arndt. 8

Dallas-Fort Worth. TX-Dallas-Fort
Worth Regional. ILS Rwy 35L.
Arndt. 7

Dallas-Fort Worth. TX-Dallas-Fort
Worth Regional. ILS Rwy 35R.
Arndt. 7

Fort Worth. TX-Meacham Field.ILS
Rwy 16L. Arndt. 5

Newport News. VA-Patrick Henry inti.
ILS Rwy 7. Arndt. 24

• ••Effective July 9, 1981.
Provincetown, MA-Provincetown

Muni. ILS Rwy 7. Original
.. .... Effective June 3. 1981:

New Orleans, LA-Lakefront, ILS Rwy
18R. Arndt. 6

• •• Effective May 29, 1981:
Bridgeport. CT-Igor I. Sikorsky

Memorial. ILS Rwy 6, Arndt. 3
New Haven. CT-Tweed-New Haven.

ILS Rwy 2, Arndt. 10
5. By amending § 97.31 RADAR SlAPs

identified as follows:
.. .. .. Effective August 6, 1981:

Muskegon, MI-Muskegon County.
RADAR-I. Arndt. 8

6. By amending § 97.33 RNAV SlAPs
identified as follows:

Griffith. IN-Griffith. VOR Rwy 8, Arndt.
3

Pascagoula. MS-Jackson County. VOR
Rwy 18, Admt. 8

Zuni Pueblo. NM-Black Rock. VOR!
DME Rwy 7. Original

Tiffm. OH-8eneca County, VOR Rwy
8, Arndt. 5

Mitchell. SO-Mitchell Muni. VOR Rwy
12, Arndt. 3

• ••Effective June 3, 1981:
New Orleans. LA-Lakefront. VOR Rwy

18R, Arndt. 1
New Orleans. LA-Lakefront. VORl

DME Rwy 36L. Arndt. 3
It '" '" Effective June 2. 1981:

San Diego, CA-Brown Field Muni.
VOR-A, Arndt. 1

• ••Effective May 29, 1981:
Bridgeport, CT-Igor I. Sikorsky

Memorial, VOR Rwy 8, Arndt. 18
Bridgeport, CT-Igor I. Sikorsky

Memorial. VOR Rwy 24. Arndt. 9
Madison, CT-Griswold, VOR-A. Arndt.

2
New Haven. CT-Tweed-New Haven.

VOR Rwy 2, Arndt. 18
New Haven, CT-Tweed-New Haven,

VOR Rwy 20. Arndt. 3
• • • Effective May 22. 1981:

Melfa. VA-Accomack County, VORl
DME Rwy 3. Arndt. 5

2. By amendiiIg § 97.25 SDF-LOC
LOA SlAPs identified as follows:
.' •• Effective August 6, 1961:

Muskegon, MI-Muskegon County. LOC
Rwy 24. Arndt. 4

Oneida, TN-Scott Muni. NDB Rwy 23.
Original

• ••Effective July 23. 1961:
Fort Worth, TX-Meacham Field, LOC

BC Rwy 34R, Arndt. 8
• •• Effective July 9. 1961:

Provincetown. MA-Provincetown
Muni. SDF Rwy 7, Arndt. 1.
cancelle<l

Note.-The FAA published an amendment
in Docket No. 21684. Arndt. No. 1189 to Part
97 of the Federal-Aviation Regulations (Vol
46 FR No. 85 page 24939: dated May 4. 1981)
under section 97.25 effective June 11, 1981.
which is hereby amended as follows:
Pensacola, FL·Pensacola Regional. LOC Be
Rwy 34, Arndt 7 cancelled is amended as
follows: LOC BE Rwy 34, Arndt 7 remains in
effect.

3. By amending § 97.27 NOBI ADF
SlAPs identified as follows:

• ••Effective August 6, 1981:
Marshalltown. lA-Marshalltown Mun;,

NOB Rwy 12. Arndt. 2
Antlers, OK-Antlers Muni, NDB Rwy

35. Original
Oneida, TN-Scott Muni. NDB Rwy 23.

Original
Port Lavaca, TX-Calhoun County. NDB

Rwy 14. Original
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Plans. Federal Aviation Administration.
800 Independence Avenue, SW"
Washington, D.C. 20591; telephone 202
426-3220.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: ThIS
amendment adopts final regulations
implementing OMB Circular A-95.
Revised, entitled "Evaluation, Review,
and Coordination of Federal and
Federally Assisted Programs and
Projects" (A-95), which was published
In the Federal Register on January 13,
1976,41 FR 2052.

The Airport Development Aid
Program and the Planning Grant
Program (Catalogue of Federal Domestic
Assistance program numbers 20.102 and
20.103) are the only Federally assisted
programs administered by the FAA to
which A-95 applies. For this reason. the
agency's final regulations implementing
A-95 are being published 85 a new
Appendix E to Part 152, Airport Aid
Program.

FAA interim procedures implementing
A-95 were published, in a notice of FAA
policy, in the Federal Register on
November 17,1977 (42 FR 59477). On the
same date, the FAA published Special
Federal Aviation Regulation No. 35 (42
FR 59476) which required each applicant
for Federal assistance under the Airport
Development Aid Program and the
Planning Grant Program to comply with
the applicable procedures in the notice
of policy. Since this requirement is being
added to Part 152 by this amendment,
Special Federal Aviation Regulation No.
35 is being revoked.

New Appendix E contains only those
parts of the FAA's procedures that
impose requirements on an applicant for
airport aid. Procedures that apply only
to actions on the part of the FAA are not
set out in Appendix E. Instead they have
been embodied in FAA Orders 5100.36,
Airport Development Aid Program
Handbook. 5100.20A, Program Contra!
and Reporting Procedures Airport Grant
in Aid Program, and 5900.1B, Planning
Gront Program. FAA Order 1200.21A.
Evaluation, Review, and Coordination
of FAA Direct Development Programs
and Projects, is being prepared to cover
the notification procedures that will be
followed by the FAPt for programs and
projects involving direct Federal
development.

Pari II of the new Appendix E
contains a list of exceptions to the
notification and review procedures
prescribed in Part I. The basic substan~

of these exceptions is the same as those
issued with the FAA's interim
procedures. However, they have been
consolidated and rearranged so that
they conform to the exceptions listed in
Paragraph 23, Appendix 6, FAA Order

1050.1C, Policies and Procedures for
Considering Environmental Impacts,
and Appendix 1, FAA Order 1200.21A,
Evaluation. Review. and Coordination
ofFAA Direct Development Programs
and Projects.

Material that is strictly informational
or advisory has not been placed in
Appendix E. This includes material in
sections 10, 11, and 12 of the interim
procedures which deal with
clearinghouse functions, the
consultation and review process, and
the subject matter of comments and
recommendations.

Section 2[a)(4) of the interim
procedures, which recommends that
sponsors use the notification forms and
instructions developed by many
clearrnghouses, is not mandatory, and,
therefore, has not been included in the
requirements of Appendix E. However,
sponsors and planning agencies are
urged to use these forms. when they are
available, in order to expedite
clearinghouse review.

In response to an invitation in the
Notice of Policy, the FAA received five
public comments on the interim
procedures. Where appropriate, those
comments have been considered in the
development of the final procedures.

Adoption of the Amendment

Accordingly, Special Federal Aviation
Regulations No. 35 (42 FR 59477;
Novembe. 17, 1979) appearing in 14 CFR
Part 152 is revoked and removed,
effective July 8,1981, and Part 152 of the
Federal Aviation Regulations (14 CFR
Part 1'52) is amended, effective July 8,
1981, as follows;

§ 152.111 [Amendedl- 1. By amending § 152.111(c)(4) by
removing the words "Special Federal
Aviation Regulation No. 35, FAA Interim
Procedures Implementing OMB Circular
A-95" and substituting therefor the
words "Appendix E, Procedures
Implementing Office of Management
and Budget Circular A-95, to this part."

§ 152.113 (Amended]

2. By amending § 152.113(b)(l) by
removing the words "Special Federal
Aviation Regulation No. 35, FAA Interim
Procedures Implementing OMB Circular
A-95" and substituting therefor the
words"Appendix E, Procedures
lmplernenting Office of Management
and Budget Circular A-95. to this part".

3. By adding a new Appendix E to
read as follows:

Appendix E-Procedures Implementing
Office of Managemeot and Budget Circular
A-95

Part I-Procedures
Section 1. Applicability. Part I of this

appendix sets forth procedures designed to
promote maximum coordination of the
Airport Development Aid Program and the
Airport Planning Grant Program with each
other and with State, areawide. and local
plans and programs. Part II of this appendiX
specifies airport actions that do not require
compliance with the notification and review
procedures of Part I of this appendix.

Section 2. Notification procedures.
Applicants for Federal assistance under the
Airport Development Aid Program and the
Planning Grant Program must comply with
the following procedures:

(a) Except as provided in Part II of this
appendix. each sponsor or planning agency
which intends to apply for an airport
development or airport planning grant under
Part 152 must give notice, as provided in
paragraph (b) of this section. to the
appropriate clearinghouse of each state.
region. and metropolitan area in which the
project is to be located. In the case of
applications for projects involving land use.
waler use, development. or cimst~ction in
the National Capital Region (as defmed in
section l(b) of the NaHonal Capital Planning
Act of 1952. as amt:nded; 40 U.S.C. 71}, a copy
of the notification must also be sent to the
National Capital Planning Commission. In the
case of airport planning or de\'elopment that
is statewide. and does not affect. or have
specific applicability to, areawide or local
planning and programs, the notification may
be senl to the appropriate state clearinghouse
only. The notice must comply with the
following:

(1) The notice must be given as 800n as
feasible after project plans have been
developed in sufficient detail to inform the
clearinghouse of the proposed airport
development project. To avoid delay in
processing the grant. this must be at least 60
days before the sponsor files a Preapplication
for Federal Assistance or. if a preapplication
is not required, an Application for Federal
Assistance. under Part 152.

(2) The notice must include a summary and
description of the proposed project or
planning containing. as appropriate and
available, the following information:

(i) Identity of the sponsor or planning
agency.

(ii) The location of the proposed airport
development or the boundaries of the
planning area.

(iii) A brief description of the proposed
project or planning, including type, purpose.
general size or scale, estimated cost,
beneficiaries, or other characteristics which
will enable the clearinghouse to identify
agencies of state or local governments haVing
plans. programs. or projects that might be
affected by the proposed project or planning.
A sponsor may submit an approved airport
layout plan (if available) to provide part of
this mformation. A planning agency may
submit a copy of its Application for Federal
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Assistance in lieu of the material required by
this paragraph (a}(2}(iii).

(iv) A statement as to whether the sponsor
has been advised by the FAA that it will be
required to submit environmental impact
information in connection with the proposed
project.

(v) The estimated date the sponsor or
planning agency expects to formally file a
preapplication or application.

{b] The notice required by paragraph (a) of
this section shall be given 8S follows:

(ll Metropolitan Area. For a project or
planning in a metropolitan ares, notification
shall be given to both the state clearinghouse
and the areawide clearinghouse. A current
list of designated areawide planning agencies
is maintained in the FAA Regional and
Airport District Offices.

(2) Nonmetropoliton Area. For a project or
planning in a nonmetropolitan area for which
the governor of a state has designated a
regional comprehensive planning agency.
notification must be given to that agency, as
the areawide clearinghouse, and to the state
clearinghouse.

(3) Other Locations. For 8 project or
planning located in an area other than an
area described in paragraphs (b) (1) 01"{2) of
this section. notification must be given both
to the state clearinghouse and to each public
agency planning the development of the area
in which the project is located.

(c) If clearinghouse review has been
completed before an application under Part
152 is completed. an information copy of the
application must be submitted to each
clearinghouse that requests one. when the
application is submitted to the FAA.

(d) Each preapplication or. if a
preapplication is hot required. each
application for an airport development or
planning grant to which this appendix applies
f!lust be accompanied by the following:

(1) Except as provided in paragraph (d){2)
of this section, all comments and
recommendations made by or through
clearinghouses. including (as attachments to
the comments of areawide clearinghouses) all
comments at variance with the clearinghouse
comments by other jurisdictions, agencies, or
parties. with a statement that the comments
have been considered before submission of
the application.

(2) If no comments have been received
from, or made by, a clearinghouse. a
statement specifying that the procedures
outlined in this section have been followed
and that no comments or recommendations
have been received.

(3) All comments from public agencies.
charged with either developing and enforcing
environmental standards. or enforcing or
furthering the objectives of state and local
civil rights laws. with a statement that the
comments have been considered before
submission of the application.

(4] When the proposed project involves the
development of a metropolitan or regional
airport system plan and the grant applicant is
other than the planning agency designated as
the areawide clearinghouse, a memorandum
of agreement between the grant applicant
and the areawide clearinghouse. covering the
means by which their planning activities will
be coordinated. including-

(i] The relationship between the sponsor's
proposed planning and that of the areawide
agency;

(ii) Each organizational and procedural
arrangement for coordinating activities; and

(iii) Each arrangement fOT sharing planning
resources and data.

(e) when an application for..renewal or
continuation of a grant WIder Part 152 is not
submitted to. or acted upon by, the FAA
within one year afler completion of
clearinghouse review, the applicant must
follow the procedures in this appendix for re
review. if requested to do so by a
clearinghouse.

Part II-Exceptions

Compliance with the notification and
review procedures prescribed in Part I of this
appendix is not required when application is
made for an airport development or airport
planning grant involving any of the following:

1. Runway, taxiway.. apron. or loading
ramp construction or repair work including
extension. strengthening, reconstruction,
resurfacing. marking. grooving, fillets, and jet
blast facilities, except where such action will
create environmental impacts off airport
property. In this context. environmental
impacts shall include (a) an increase of more
than 10 percent in airport capacity or (b) the
enabling a larger class of aircraft to use the
~irport. For purposes of this exception, the
following classes of aircraft apply:

a. Heavy-Aircraft capable of takeoff
weights of 300,000 pOWlds or more whether or
not they are operating at this weight during a
particular phase of flight.

b. Large-Aircraft of more than 12,500
pounds, maximum certificated takeoff weight.
up to 300,000 pounds.

c. Small-Aircraft of 12.500 pounds or less,
maximum certificated takeoff weight.

2. Installation or upgrading of on~ai.rfield

lighting systems. including beacons and
electrical distribution systems.

3. Installation of miscellaneous on-airfield
items including fences, segmented circles.
wind measuring devices. or landing direction
indicators.

4. Installation of visual guidance and
weather equipment on airports, such as cloud
height indicators. runway visual range
equipment. centerfield wind indicators,
hygrothermometers. visual approach slope
indicators, and runway end identification
lights.

5. Construction or expansion of passenger
handling or parking facilities including
pedestrian walkway facilities.

6. Construction or repaiI' of entrance and
service roadways within airport property and
relocation of these types of roads, except
where they connect to a pubHc highway or
street.

7. Grading or removal of obstructions on
airport property and erosion control actions
with no ofI-airport impacts.

8. Landscaping, generally, and landscaping
or construction of physical barrjers to
diminish impact or airporl blast and noise.

9. AcqUisition of: (a) Noise suppression or
measuring equipment. (b) security equipment
required by rule or regulation for the safety or
security of persons and property on the
airport (14 eFR Part 107). (c) safety

equipment required by rule or regulation for
certification of an airport (14 CFR Part 139).
or (d) snow removal equipment.

10. Issuance of supplemental airport
planning grants.

11. Airport related emergency actions
12. Facility. structure. and grounds

maintenance, including the upkeep and
general maintenance of buildings, such as
replacement of electrical wiring, painting,
roofing. grounds maintenance. and road and
parking lot resurfacing.

13. Electronic display equipment which is
installed in existing facilities to update the
operational capabilities of such systems as
radar bright display equipment, plan view
displays. direct access radar channels, and
any future equipment of this type.

14. Installation of equipment within air
traffic control towers and terminal approval
control facilities.

15. Facility modernization to the degree
that the program or project adds to the
existing functional capability but does not
change the use. scale. or intensity of use of
the structure or facility. including new or
additional equipment. or reallocation of
existing space to house that equipment.

16, Construction of facilities or installation
of equipment to be located on or within
facilities confined within the perimeter of the
airport or on federally owned or leased land
(except those which require obstruction
clearance off the airport or facilities site. or
zoning to prevent electromagnetic
interference). The construction and
installation must be of small scale or sile
with negligible off-airport impact.

17.lnstallation. rehabilitation.
modernization. relocation. or consolidation of
utilities on airports to serve airport
navigation. comolUnication, and air traffic
control facilities, where land use bas
previously been determined and which cause
no off-airport impact.

16. Supplements to existing systems to
provide additional communications and
navigational capabilities, such as beacon
supplements to air traffic control radar
systems, tactical air navigation systems
added to a very high frequency
omnidirectional range, or additions of
distance measuring equipment.

19. Purchase of existing facility land sites
currently held by lease agreement.

20. Leases of buildings at the FAA
Aeronautical Center and the FAA Technical
Center.

21. Leases of space and installation of
naVigational facilities on airport property.

22. Disposal of real property consisting of
not more than two acres. with improvements
and associated restrictive easements
surrounding the site.

23. Terminal development within the
confines of existing structures.

24. Retirement of the principal of bonds or
other indebtedness for terminal development.

25. Modifications to airport facilities to
make them more accessible to the
handicapped.
(Secs. 303. 307, 308. 312. and 313. Federal
Aviation Act of 1958 (49 U.S.C.1344, 1348.,
1349.1353. and 1354]; Sec. 6(c), Departrnenl of
Transportation Act (49 U.S.C. 1655(c));
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Airport and Airway Development Act of
1970, as amended (49 ~.S.C. 1701 et seq.); sec.
1.47(J)(1), Regulations of the Office of the
Secretary of Transportation (49 ern 1.47(1)):
OMS Circular A-9S t Revised (41 FR 2052;
January 13. 1976))

Note.-The final procedures implemented
by this amendment are substantially the
same as the interim procedures already being
complied with by grant applicants and will
nol impose any major cost increase or any
adverse economic effect. For this reason the
FAA has determined that this document
involves a regulation which is not a major
rule under Executive Order 12291 and is not
significant under DOT Regulatory Policies
and Procedures {44 FR 11034; February 26.
1979}. A copy of the final regulatory
evaluation prepared for this action is
contained In the regulatory docket. A copy of
it may be obtained by contacting the person
identified above under the caption "FOR
FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT"

This rule is a final order of the
Administrator as defined by Section
1005 of the Federal Aviation Act of 1958,
as amended (49 U.S.C. 1485). As such. it
is subject to review only by the Courts
of Appeals of the United States or the
United States Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia.

Issued in Washington. D.C.. on April 30.
1981.
I. Lynn Helms,
Administrator.

\~; Doc. 81-16894 Filed 6-1G--1n.; 8:45 amJ

~l.lNG CODE 491G-13-M

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

18 CFR Part 1309

Nondiscrimination With Respect to
Age

AGENCY: Tennessee Valley Authority
(TVA).

ACTION: Final rulemaking.

SUMMARY: This document adds a new
Part 1309 to TVA's regulations (as
redesignated by 44 FR 30682). The new
part implements the Age Discrimination
Act of 1975, as amended, 42 U.S.C. 6101,
et seq. (1976). This part sets forth
enforcement procedures, and standards
and rules on what practices are
discriminatory on the basis of age in
programs receiving financial assistance
from TVA.
DATE: This part is effective Iune 11, 1981.
fOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Justin M. Schwamm. Sr., Assistant
General Counsel, Tennessee Valley
Authority, 400 Commerce Avenue.
EllB25, Knoxville, Tennessee 37902,
(615) 632-2361.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: On
February 22, 1980, TVA published in the

Federal Register for public comment a
proposed rulemaking to implement the
Age Discrimination Act of 1975. as
amended. 29 U.S.C. 6101, et seq. (FR
Doc. 80-5528, 45 FR 11835). No
comments were received. The only
difference between the proposed and
final rule is that § 1309.11(bJ of the
proposed rule has been eliminated as
unnecessarily burdensome for
recipients. No objection to this change'
has been received from the Department
of Health and Human Services.

Since TVA financial assistance
contractors are already bound to comply
with the Age Discrimination Act of 1975
and this part by agreement. and this part
will aid in the beller implementation of
that act. the TVA Board has determined
for good cause shown that a delayed
effective date is not in the public
interest and that this part shall be
effective on publication.

In consideration of the foregoing,
under the authority of 16 U.s.C. 831
831dd and the Age Discrimination Act of
1975, as amended, 42 U.S.C. 6101, et seq.,
TVA Board of Directors has adopted
and added Parl1309 to chapter XIII of
Title 18 of tbe Code of Federal
Regulations, reading as set forth below.

Dated: June 4, 1981.
By order of the Board of Directors.
. F. Willis,

'General Manager.

PART 1309-NONDISCRIMINATION
WITH RESPECT TO AGE

Sec
1309.1 What are the defined terms in this

part and what do they mean?
1309.2 What is the purpose of the Act?
1309.3 What is the purpose of this part?
1309.4 What programs and activities are

covered by the Act and this part?
1309.5 What are the rules against age

discriminalion?
1309.6 Is the normal operation or statutory

objective of any program or activity an
exception to the rules against age
discrimination?

1309.7 Is the use of reasonable factors other
than age an exception to the rules
against age discrimination?

1309.8 Who has the burden of proving that
an action is excepted?

1309.9 How does TVA provide financial
assistance in conformity with the Act?

,1309.10 What general responsibilities do
recipients and TVA have to ensure
compliance with the Act?

1309.11 What specific responsibilities do
TVA and recipients have to ensure
compliance with the Act?

1309.12 What are a recipient's
responsibilities on compliance reviews
and access to information?

1309.13 What are the prohibitions against
intimidation or retaliation?

1309.14 How will complaints against
recipients be processed?

1309.15 How will TVA enforce compliance
with the Act and this part?

1309.16 What is the alternate funds
disbursal procedure?

1309.17 What is the procedure for hearings
and issuance of TVA decisions required
by this part? .

1309.18 Under what circumstances must
recipients take remedial or amrmative
action?

1309.19 When maya complainant file a civil
action?

'Authority: TVA Act of 1933.46 Stat. 58
{1933}, as amended, 18 U.S.C. 831-831dd
(1976), and sec. 304 of the Age Discrimination
Act of 1975. 89 Stat 729 (1975). as amended.
42 U.S.C. 6]03 (1976).

§ 1309.1 What are the defined terms in
this part and what do they mean?

As used in this part the following
terms have the stated meanings:

(a) "Act" means the Age
Discrimination Act of 1975. as amended.
42 U.S.C. 6101, el seq. (Title III of Pub. L.
94-135).

(b) "Action" means any act. activity,
policy, rule. standard. or method of
administration; or the use of any policy,
rule, standard, or method of
administration.

(c) "Age" means how old a person is,
or the number of elapsed years from the
date of a person's birth.

(d) "Age distinction" means any
action using age or an age-related term.

(e) "Age-related term" means a term
which necessarily implies a particular
age or range of ages (for example.
"children," "adult," "older persons," but
not "student").

rn "Financial assistance" means any
grant. entitlement. loan, cooperative
agreement, contract (other than a
procurement contract or a contract of
insurance or guaranty), or any other
arrangement, by which TVA provides or
otherwise makes available to a recipient
assistance in any of the following forms:

(1) Funds:
(2) Services of TVA personnel:
(3) Real and personal property or any

interest in or use of property, including:
(i) Transfers or leases of property for

less than fair market value or for
reduced consideration: and

(ii) Proceeds from a subsequent
transfer or lease of property if the share
of its fair market value provided by
TVA is not returned to TVA.

(g) For purposes of §§ 1309.6 and
1309.7, "normal operation" means the
operation of a program or activity
without significant changes that would
impair its ability to meet it objectives.

(h) For purposes of §§ 1309.6 and
1309.7, "statutory objective" means any
purpose of a program or activity
expressly slated in any Federal statute.
State statute, or local statute or
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

Federal Ayiation Administration

14 CFR Part 135

IDockel No. 21129; Arndt. No. 135-151
4

Pilot-in-Command Qualifications and
Instrument Proficiency Check
Requirements

AGENCY: Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA), DOT.
ACTION: Final rule.

SUMMARY: Part 135. effective December
1, 1978, required all pilots in command
to hold instrument ratings. It also
required pilots to satisfactorily
demonstrate instrument approach
procedures using certain navigational
facilities. These requirements Bfe unduly
restrictive for Borne certificate holders.
This amendment provides that pilots are
not required to hold instrument fatings
when operating in day, visual flight rule
conditions in certain isolated areas
when conducting air taxi or commercial
operations. It also provides that only
those instrument procedures which the
certificate holder desires to be used are
required to be demonstrated. This
amendment reduces burdens on certain
air taxi and commercial operators and is
therefore consistent with Executive
Order 12291 and the Regulatory
Flexibility Act.
EFFECTIVE DATE: June 11. 1961.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Ms. Marilyn M. Sidwell, Regulatory
Projects Branch (AVS-24), SaCety
Regulations Staff, Associate
Administrator for Aviation Standards.
Federal Aviation Administration, BOO
Independence Avenue, SW..
Washington, DC 20591; telephone (202)
755-a716.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Background

§ 135.243 Pilot-in-Commond
Quolificotions.

An amendment was adopted on
September 26, 1976. which revised the
requirements for operations by persons
holding Air Taxi/Commercial Operators
Certificates and required all pilots in
command to hold instrument ratings.
Section 13MO(c) originally required
compliance with this requirement by
June 1, 1979.
. Following publication of the revised
Part 135, the FAA received numerous
petitions for exemption from the
instrument rating requirement. In
addition, several inquiries were received
from members of Congress who were
seeking information for constituents

who wanted relief from the instrument
'sting requirement. The majority of

tltese requests for relief were from
cep-tificate holders who conduct on·
demand charter operations in remote
areas which are located in the northern
United States. Almost all of the requests
were from seaplane operators
conducting day VFR operations that
carry hunting or fishing groups- to
isolated locations or provide cargo
service to small, isolated settlements
which lack access to other commercial
transportation means. In virtually all
instances, these operators serve areas
that are so remote there are no
navigation facilities suitable for use.
Because of the absence of these
facilities and the day VFR nature of the
operations, their aircraft are not
equipped for instrument flight
operations. Consequently, they use
pilots who do not hold instrument
ratings. However, these pilots are highly
experienced and are thoroughly familiar
with the terrain, alternate landing areas.
and weather patterns in the area of
operations.

In response to the situation. ,
Amendment No. 135-1, effective May 7,
1979, (44 FR 26737) extended the
compliance date of the instrument rating
requirement until December 1, 1980. This
action was taken to provide time for the
FAA to restudy this requirement and
possihly adopt changes regarding its
scope.

Notice 60-23 (45 FR 80450),
Miscellaneous Amendments. was issued
on November 28, 1980. This notice
proposed changes to numerous sectio~s

of the FAR. Most of the proposals were
clarifying, editorial, or corrective in
nature. However, one proposal involved
changing the Part 135 pilot-in-command
requirements to allow pilots to conduct
flights during the day under VFR in
certain isolated areas without holding
an instrument rating. The closing date
for comments was February 4, 1981.

Amendment No. 135-9 (45 FR 8(480),
effective December 1, 1980. further
extended the compliance date for the
instrwnent rating requirement to
February 1, 1961, to allow the agency
adequate time to consider alternatives
and determine B course of action.

§ 135.297 Pilot in Command:
Instrument Proficiency Check
Requirement,

When Part 135 was revised, the pilot
in-command instrument proficiency
check requirements were modified.

'Under that revision, § 135.297 requires
each pilot in command to demonstrate
satisfactorily at least one instrument
approach procedure using an instrument
landing system (ILS), a very high

frequency omnirange station (VOR). and
a nondireclional radio beacon (NOB).
Some air taxi certificate holders contend
that the revised requirement is too
restrictive. For example. some certificate
holders state they have no need to use
ILS facilities and that the nearest lLS
facility is located a significant distance
from the certificate holder's operations
base. It is argued that the present rule
requires unreasonable expenditures of
aircraft and pilot operational expense to
demonstrate proficiency on a facility
which is not used by some certificate
holders.

Notice 60-23 proposed that only tho.e
instrument approach procedures which
the certificate holder desires to use are
required to be demonstrated.

Discussion of Comments

§ 135.243 Pilot-In-Command
Quolificotion.

The FAA has reviewed the necessity
for an instrument rating in light of
comments received from Notice 80-23. It
has concluded that it is appropriate to
amend the present regulation to allow
certain pilots in command operating
under Part 135 to operate under day,
visual flight rule conditions into isolated
areas or settlements without having an
instrument rating. A new paragraph (d)
is added to § 135.243 to implement this
amendment. -

Notice 6~23 stated that
§ 135.243(b)(3), which requires an
instrument rating, would not apply to
nonstop flights between the certificate
holder's main base' and seaplane landin,
area or the return flight, subject to 
specific limitations, After considering
comments which indicate that the
proposal is too restrictive, the rule. is
amended to apply to single
reciprocating-engine-powered Pirplanos

l

including seaplanes, skiplane~, and
Iandplanes. In addition, the FAA has
determined that the nonsto~ flight
requirement is unnecessaf} and is
deleted.

Section 135.243(d)(2) l'rohibits certaill
scheduled operators :md mail carriers,
such as commuter air carriers. from
using pilots in comm'lnd without
instrument ratings. No COmm.fmhl wel"e/
received on this proposal and it is
adopted as proposed.

Notice 60-23 proposed that it would
not be necessary for a pilot in cornman
in a Part 135 operation flying under da:
VFR conditions to have an instrument
rating when there is no VOR or NDB
facility within 40 nautical miles of the
certificate holder's main base, the
destination, or straight-line course
between the main base and destinatio
In response to the notice, oIte
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commenter states that aircraft that are
used in day. VFR operations are not
required to be radio equipped. making
such a proposal useless. Another
commenter took issue with the 40·
nautical~milestipulation stating that
although a facilit)' may be within the 40
nautical-mile range. it does not
necessarily mean th~t it can be useful
on trips to these isolated areas or
settlements.

Three other commenters object to this
requirement since they could operate in
these areas within 40 nautical miles of
the facilities and still not receive a
reliable signal due to the nature of the
terrain. These commenters feel that
climbing to any altitude to get a reliable
signal would be time consuming and, at
today's cost. would result in substantial
loss of business. These flights would be
especially impacted since they are of
such short duration. The FAA
reevaluated this aspect of the proposal
and concludes that the requirement
concerning the VOR and NDB facility Is
too restrictive and the rule is amended
by deleting this requirement. It was
proposed as a means of expressing in
objective terms the concept that isolated
areas ordinarily do not have radio
navigational aids.

The FAA has decided that the
certificate-holding Flight Standards
district office should determine whether
the area to be served is an isolated area

s ..ince it is familiar with areas within its
ju,<'isdictiori. Accordingly, § 13S.243[d)(3)
is a.Jded which states that the area, as
specdied in the certificate holder's
oper.. tions specifications, is an isolated
area an determined by the certificate
holding [light Standards district office if
it is shoW)'] that the primary means of
navigation in the area is by pilotage,
since radio navigational aids are largely
ineffective. and the primary means of
transportation tn the area is by air.
Before approvmg the area as ~n isolated
'irea. the Flight Standards district office
ascertains that the ,ntire operation, that
is: takeoff, en route b8vel, and landiitg,
will be conducted within the area.

Section 13S.243(d)(41 provides that
pilots in command not holding
instrument ratings may operate within
isolated areas during day, VFR
conditions with a cemng of not less than
1,000 feet and visibility not less than 3
statute miles. Two commenters propose
that the visibility restriction be changed
to t statute mile visibility and that the
flight be conducted clear of atl clouds
since most operations are in
noncontrolled airspace. The FAA
disagrees. Section 13S.20S(a) prohibits
operations under VFR in uncontrolled
airspace when the ceiling is less than

1,000 feet and flight visibility is less than
2 statute miles. This applies to atl
operations under Part 13S. The FAA sees
no reason to lessen this requirement.
The 3-mile visibility minimum is
necessary because it would allow
noninstrument-rated pilots additional
time to maneuver to alternate landing
areas in the event of deteriorating
weather in the isolated area. Therefore
§ 13S.243[d)[4) is adopted as proposed.

Section 13S.243(d)[S) is adopted as
proposed in the notice. This provides
that an operation may be conducted
when weather reports or forecasts. or
any combination of them, indicate that
for the period commencing with the
planned departure and ending 30
minutes after the planned arrival at the
destination, the flight may be conducted
under VFR with a ceiling of not less than
1,000 feet and visibility of not less than 3
statute miles. However, if weather
reports or forecasts are not available,
the pilot in command may use that
pilot's observations or those of other
persona competent to supply weather
observations if those observations
indicate the flight may be conducted
under VFR with the ceiling and visibility
required in this paragraph.

One commenter interprets the
proposal to mean that all weather
briefings and forecasts must come from
local General Aviation District Office
[GADa) facilities rather than Fligbt
Service Stations or local forecasting
facilities. This interpretation is incorrect.
This rule does not change the provisions
of § 13S.213(a) regarding weather reports
and forecasts. These reports and
forecasts are not available at GADa's.
The provisions for weather reports and
forecasts are incorporated in
§ 13S.243(d)(S) to ensure the proper
preflight planning to conduct the flight
during VFR weather conditions with a
ceiling of not less than 1,000 feet and
visibility of not less than 3 statute miles.
The use of pilot observations or those of
other persons competent to supply
weather information may also be used
when the afficial reports and forecasts
are not available.

Proposed § 13S.243[d)[7) limited the
distance of each flight from departure
point to destination to 250 nautical miles
for a pilot in command who holds a
commercial pilot certificate with an
airplane category rating issued before
February I, 1973. without an instrument
rating, or 50 nautical miles in the case of
a pilot in command who holds a
commercial pilot certificate with an
airplane category rating issued after
January 31, 1973. without an instrument
rating. However, some commercial pilot
certificates were issued without

instrument ratings and without mileage
limitations after February 1, 1973, in
accordance with §§ 61.1 and 61.71. The
FAA determined that these pilots should
be included in the amendment The
amendment allows operation where the
distance of each flight from the
certificate holder's base of operation to
destination does not exceed 250 nautical
miles by a pilot who holds a commercial
pilot certificate with an airplane rating
without an instrument rating, pro\'ided
that pilot's certificate does not contain
any limitations to the contrary.

Two commenters state that the 250·
nautical-mile restriction on distances is
acceptable since pilots cannot possibly
be familiar with areas outside this limit.
Two other commenters disagree and feel
that the distance restriction should be
relaxed since initial certification
training requires longer flights. One
commenter asks if 250 nautical miles is
good, why not 300 miles or 400 miles?
The FAA recognizes that some
commenter may believe that a limitation
other than 2S0 miles may be more
appropriate. However, it is clear that
some limit must be given in this rule. No
comrnenter provided quantitative data
to support any other mileage limitation.
The 2SD-nautical-mile limit is
approximately 2 hours flight time in the
airplanes used in these operations.
Operations conducted within this
limitation would minimize the effects of
rapidly changing weather conditions
and more likely result in the pilot in
command having sufficient knowledge
of the area of operations. The FAA has
determined that limiting flights to 250
nautical miles from the certificate
holder's base of operations provides an
acceptable level of safety. A base of
operation can be the certificate holder's
main base or one or more bases
established at the locations more
convenient to the isolated area to be
served. The approval of the certificate·
holding district office is necessary
before establishing or changing the area
of operation. Proposed § 1'JS.243(d)(7) is
redesignated § 13S.243(d)[6) to provide a
more logical listing and is adopted with
the changes discussed.

Section 13S.243[d)(7) (proposed [d)[6))
allows pilots in command to operate
without the instrument rating when the
areas to be flown are approved by the
certificate-holding FAA Flight Standards
district office and are listed in the
certificate holder's operations
specifications. Notice 80-23 proposed
approval of routes to be flown. One
commenter states that approval on
every individual route is impractical due
to the numerous routes connected with
on-demand charter operations. The FAA
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would be unable to approve each route
in on-demand operations since these
could involve thousands of different
variations. Another commenter states
that all deviations from the instrument
rating rule should be handled by the
local GADO. The FAA concludes that
the certificate-holding office should
have approval authorization of these
operations and should approve specific
areas of operations subject to review by
the regional office. In addition, while
Notice 80-23 did not specify what
method was to he used for approval of
operations by the FAA, it is determined
that the areas of operation should be
listed in the certificate holder's
operations specifications. Therefore.
proposed § 135.243(d)(6) is redesignated
§ 135.243(d)(7) and is adopted with these
changes.

§ 135.297 Pilot in Command:
Instnunent Proficiency Check
Requirements.

§ 135.297(b) provides that only those
instrument approach procedures which
the certificate holder desires to use are
required to be demonstrated. Thus, each
certificate holder would determine from
the characteristics of its operation
which procedures it needs. This
amendment relaxes requirements and
provides the air taxi operator flexibility
in electing the kinds of approaches
authorized. The certificate holder may
elect to use only one kind of approach or
several, whatever suits its operation.
Safety is maintained by requiring the
certificate holder to provide initial and
recurrent training for each type of
approach to be used. This ensures that
each pilot receives flight training to
proficiency, as specified in § 135.341(a),
on each type of procedure to be used
Therefore, the proposed requirement
that training for all instrument approach
procedures to be used by the certificate
holder should be included in the
certificate holder's initial and recurrent
training program is repetitive and is
deleted. The operator is issued
operations specifications which contain
the instrument approach procedures
authorized.

One commenter opposes the change
because, by virtue of the type of flying
conducted. an operator will be executing
instrument approaches to many different
navigational aids. The commenter
contends that by allowing an operator to
select only those approaches that would
normally be used in its operation, it is
conceivable that a pilot could be forced
to execute an approach he or she is not
authorized to use because the kind of
approach the pilot planned to use was
out of service at the destination. This
proposal was initiated because of

numerous certificate holders located at
airports where an ILS/NDB is not
available and a substantial cost is
involved in demonstrating lLS, NDB, and
VOR approaches. The amendment
provides flexibility in the rule.
Operators will have to plan IFR flights
carefully to handle the possibility of a
facility being out of service.

The previous rules required each pilot
in command to demonstrate
satisfactorily at least one instrument
approach using an ILS, a VOR, and an
NDB facility before a letter of
competency is issued to that pilot
authorizing IFR operations. Some air
taxi certificate holders contend that the
requirement is too restrictive, especially
if they have no need to use these
approaches and the nearest facility is
located B significant distance from a
certificate holder's base of operations.

To ensure an adequate level of safety,
§ 135.297(b) allows a pilot to use only
those precision approach procedures
satisfactorily demonstrated. To use any
nonprecision instrument approach
procedure, a pilot is required to
demonstrate satisfactorily that
procedure or any other two nonprecision
instrument approach procedures. One
commenter was unsure as to the
identification of nonprecision
approaches. Examples of nonprecision
approaches are localizer. localizer (back
course), VOR, VOR-DME, NDB, and
ASR.

As proposed in Notice 8(}-23,
§ 135.297(h) is deleted. Tbe certificate
holder is required by § 135.63 to
maintain records showillg the
qualifications of its pilots and to
designate operations its pilots are
authorized to conduct. This includes the
types of instrument approach
procedures and facilities authorized and
pilot-ill-command autopilot
authorization. Therefore, § 135.297(hj is
not needed. Section 135.297(a) is
modified to delete the requirement for a
letter of competency.

Economic Analysis

The FAA conducted an economic
impact study to determine the benefits
and costs of the pilot-in-command
qualifications and instrument
proficiency check requirement revisions
for Part 135 certificate holders. The
study is included in the regulatory
docket for this final ruie.

The FAA found that both industry and
the FAA would be affected by the
regulatory changes. Expected benefits
are cost savings. These cost savings
include lower fuel expenses resulting
from fewer required instrument training
and instrument check flights. Costs
include the potential operator's

insurance premium reductions if
affected pilots had their instrument
ratings and the additional FAA
workload necessary to issue appropriate
operations specifications to operators
using pilots without instrument ratings.
Neither the FAA nor the industry would
incur any additional costs as a result of
the changes to the rules on instrument
proficiency checks. Finally, the FAA
found that the impact on the U.S.
economy will be extremely small. The
number of certificate holders affected by
the changes is small in comparison with
the total number of certificate holders.
However, the regulatory changes could
result in significant time and cost
savings to those individuals affected by
the pilot-in-command revisions.
Therefore these revisions carry out the
intent of the Regulatory Flexibility Act
by reducing the regula tory burden for
essentially small air taxi operators
which provide unique service to remote
areas of the United States. .

To determine the economic impact of
the changes to the instrument rating
requirement of § 135.243, the FAA
surveyed its regional offices and
reviewed requests for extension of the
compliance date. As a result of the
survey, the FAA concludes that there
are no more than 100 pilots who would
be affected by this rule. Cost savings to
the pilots were estimated by multiplYinB
the average number of additional hours
of training required for them to obtain
instrument ratings by the average
training cost per hour, and adding to
that total the present value of the
potential revenue"loss resulting frOJ no
being able to fly without an inslrul:nent
rating. Industry costs are potenti al
operator insurance premium r~uctions

if affected pilots obtained inS~eDt
ratings. An operator must ~y a risk
insurance premium for pilots without
instrument ratings. A survey of aviatio]j
insurers indicates that of.Jerators'
insurance premiums would be reduced
they utilize pilots holding instrument
ratings. Industry co'r:lts were estimated
by multiplying thllinsurance premium
risk differential by the number of
affected pilots. TI,e present value of
these costs was dt:lcrmined because
industry costs will accrue each
succeeding year an operator uses a pile
without an instrument rating. These
costs represent a "worst" case. Actual
industry costs may be lower. FAA cost
were estimated by calculating the
administrative costs required to issue l
operations specification and multiplyir
this figure by the approximate number
of Part 135 operators who would reque
such an action. A major portion of the
cost to the FAA would be offset by nol
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PART 135-AIR TAXI OPERATORS
AND COMMERCIAL OPERATORS

1. By amending § 135.243 by adding a
new paragraph (d) to read as follows:

§ 135.243 Pilot-ln--command qualifications.

(d) Paragraph [b)(3) of this section
does not apply when-

(1) The aircraft used is a single
reciprocating-engine~powered airplane;

(2) Tbe certificate holder does not
conduct any operation pursuant to a
puhlished flight schedule which
specifies five or more round trips a week
between two or more points and places
between which the round trips are
perfonned, and does not transport mail
by air under a contract or contracts with
the United States Postal Service having
total amount estimated at the beginning
of any semiannual reporting period
Uanuary l-June 30; July I-December 31)
to he in excess of $20,000 over the 12
months commencing with the beginning
of the reporting period;

(3) The area. as specified in the
certificate holder's operations
specifications, is an isolated area, as
determined hy the Flight Standards
district office, if it is shown that-

(i) The primary means of navigation in
the area is by pilotage, since radio
navigational aids are largely ineffective;
and

[ii) The primary means of
transportation in the area is by air:

(4) Each flight is conducted under day
VFR with a ceiling of not less than 1,000
feet and visibility not less than 3 statute
miles;

[5J Weather reports or forecasts, or
any combination of them, indicate that
fQ.r the period commencing with the
planned departure and ending 30
minutes after the planned arrival at the
destination the flight may be conducted
under VFR with a ceiling of not less than
1.000 feet and visibility of not less than 3
statute miles, except that if weather
reports and forecasts are not available,
the pilot in command may use that
pilot's ohs.ervations or those of other
persons competent to supply weather
observations if those observations
indicate the flight may he conducted
under VFR with the ceiling and visibility
required in this paragraph;

(6) The distance of each flight from the
certificate holder's base of operation to
destination does not exceed 250 nautical
miles for a pilot who holds a commercial
pilot certificate with an airplane rating
without an instrument rating, provided
the pilot's certificate does not contain
any limitation to the contrary; and

(7J The areas to be fiown are
approved by the certificate-holding FAA

(Sees. 313(a) 601 through 605 of the Federol
Aviation Act of 1958 (49 U.S.C, 1354(0). 14Z1
through 1425); Bee. 6(e), Department of
Transportation Act (49 U.S,C. 1655{c)); and 14
CfR 11.45)

Nole.-The FAA has determined that this
regulation relaxes requirements for certain
operators. It therefore: (1) is not a "major
rule" under Executive Order 12291; (Z) is not
a "significant regulation" under the
Department of Transportation Resulatory
Policies and Procedures (44 FR 11034;
February Z6, 1979); and (3) will not have a
significant economic impact on a substantial
number of small entities under the criteria of
the Regulatory Flexibility Act. The regulatory
evaluation contah\ed in the docket showl
that thil rule relieves an economic burden on
certain small entities. A copy of the
evaluation may be obtained from the person
indentified under the caption "For Further
Information Contact."

Issued in Washington, DC, on May 11, 1961.
J. Lynn Hebe..
Administrator.

Flight Standards district office and are
listed in the certificate holder's
operations specifications.

2. By amending § 135.297 by removing
paragraph [h) and hy revising
paragraphs (a) and (h) to read as
follows:

§ 135.297 PHot In command: Instrument
proficiency check requirements.

(aJ No certificate holder may use a
pilot, nor may any person serve, as a
pilot in command of an aircraft under
IFR unless. since the heginning of the 6th
calendar month before that service, that
pilot has passed an instrument
proficiency check under this section
administered by the Administrator or an
authorized check pilot.

(hJ No pilot may use any type of
precision instrument approach
procedure under IFR unless, since the
heginning of the 6th calendar month
hefore that use, the pilot satisfactorily
demonstrated that type of approach
procedure. No pilot may use any type of
nonprecision approach procedure under
IFR unless. since the beginning of the 6th
calendar month hefore that use, the pilot
has satisfactorily demonstrated either
that type of approach procedure or any
other two different types of
nonprecision approach procedures. The
instrument approach procedure or
procedures must include at least one
straight-in approach, one circling
approach,.and one missed approach.
Each type of approach procedure
demonstrated must be conducted to
puhlished minimums for that procedure.

,/

•••••

IFR Ooc. 81-17300 Filed 6-10-81; 1:45 ami

BILLING CODE 4110-13-....

•••••

PIC_
.....'" _ ....__._. 1450.000 $121,200
Go. ._._,.., ..._ .'._ 2,500

Total._.._ .. .. "50.000 129,700

PIC~ chilck.
Industry~. _ .._. 3,208.210 _
Government __••_..•~__• 326.895

TotaI ...__. .•_ 3,535,105 ,, •

The Amendement

Accordingly. Part 135 of the Federal
Aviation Regulations (14 CPR Part 135)
is amended as follows, effective June 11,
1981.

B...... """"

having to process petitions for
exemption. The operator's costs to
prepare for and travel to a meeting at
Ihe certificate-holding Flight Standards
district office to get an operations
specification were assumed to be
insignificant and much less than the cost
savings they would accrue.

To calculate the economic benefits of
the pilot-in-command instrument
proficiency check requirement revisions,
the FAA first estimated the percentage
of the total certificated commercial
pilots who would not have to
demonstrate ILS. VOR, and NOB
approaches. It estimated that a
maximum of 10 percent of the total
certificated commercial pilots would be
in this category. For the purpose of this
analysis, the FAA judged the ILS
proficiency check as the most likely
check to be foregone. In many cases, an
ILS is very far from an affected
operator's base. The cost savings to
affected operators will result from
eliminating the expenses for aircraft
operation and pilot time needed for an
instrument proficiency check. The
present value of the cost savings was
determined because an ILS check is
required twice a year and a certificate
holder who elects not to use ILS
approaches will not only accrue cost
savings in the year the revision becomes
effective but also in each succeeding
year. In addition, FAA would save the
cost of the administrative time used to
perform and rate an instrument
~"'roficiency check.

The r.sults of the FAA economic
stu'dy demonstrate that the savings to
.affected Part 135 operators. pilots, and
Federal Go.vernment will exceed any
costs iIlcurred in implementing either
rule. These savings are summarized in
the foilO\.'ing table:

Summary of the Present Value of the Eco
nomic Imp~ct of Part 135 Pllot·ln-Com
mand Revisions
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